REGIONAL MEETING 2020

GRADUATE THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
MENNONITE BRETHREN TRACK IN MANITOBA
(Pending Approval)
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WHAT HAS NOT CHANGED
MB Seminary and Canadian Mennonite
University have partnered since 1999 to
provide graduate-level training in service
to our churches and leaders. In 2012 the
scope of affiliation increased to further
that purpose in Manitoba.
With the Seminary’s financial restructuring
and the ending of the current affiliation
agreement with CMU as of May 2021,
MBCM heard from our constituents that
the following existing values were vital.
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#RM2020

WHAT HAS CHANGED
In response to the identified values
and the previous affiliation ending, we
desired to find a “new” way forward with
all parties working together, to continue
offering seminary education in Winnipeg.
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Values
Graduate level theological training with an MB focus in Manitoba.
Students continue to have the opportunity to pursue Mennonite Brethren Graduate level/ Seminary Education offered
in Manitoba.
Desire for Andrew and Pierre to continue to offer seminary education in Manitoba in a distinctive MB track.
Employment continues for both of these individuals, allowing them to continue as Mennonite Brethren faculty as well
as continue mentoring and orienting new pastors and teaching and preaching in Manitoba Churches. In addition they
are a resource to the Provincial Faith & Life Team.
Collaboration with ministry partners across Canada.
Maintain and further build healthy relationships with MB Seminary, CMU and CCMBC.

Collaboration
MBCM, CMU, MB Seminary
and CCMBC own the Graduate
Theological Education - MB
Track in Manitoba.

Evaluation
This
will
be
a
3-year
commitment with room to
evaluate what future next steps
are needed.

THANK YOU!

Faculty
Andrew and Pierre would
become fully employed as
faculty members of CMU, and
retain adjunct faculty status
with MB Seminary.
Hiring Process
MBCM and MB Seminary would
be part of any hiring process
(none anticipated during this
3-year term).

Finances
MBCM
Continue to provide a half
Salary for a faculty position.
CCMBC & MB Seminary
Provide financial support
towards the salary of faculty.
CMU
Providing employment
contracts and funding
for salary and additional
infrastructure costs.

We are grateful for your support over the years! Manitoba churches and donors
are encouraged to continue giving to MB Seminary and CMU.

